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Object in Java
An entity that has state and behavior is known as an object e.g. 

chair, bike, marker, pen, table, car etc. It can be physical or logical 
(tangible and intangible). The example of intangible object is 
banking system. 

An object has three characteristics:
state: represents data (value) of an object.
behavior: represents the behavior (functionality) of an object such 

as deposit, withdraw etc.
identity: Object identity is typically implemented via a unique ID. 

The value of the ID is not visible to the external user. But, it is used 
internally by the JVM to identify each object uniquely.

For Example: Pen is an object. Its name is Reynolds, color is white etc. 
known as its state. It is used to write, so writing is its behavior. 

Object is an instance of a class. Class is a template or blueprint 
from which objects are created. So object is the instance(result) of a 
class. 



Class in Java

A class is a group of objects which have common 
properties. It is a template or blueprint from 
which objects are created. It is a logical entity. It 
can't be physical.

A class in Java can contain:
 fields
 methods
 constructors
 blocks
 nested class and interface



Classes & Object
• Class is the collection of instance variable, class 

variable, nested classes, instance initialize, 
methods, static initialize and constructors.

 Instance variable: non static declared variables 
in class 

 Class variable: members which are declared 
static in class

 Nested class: declaring one class within a 
declaration of another class

 Methods: functions defined in class
 Static initialize: defining a block within a class 

with static keyword is called static initialize
 Instance initialize: defining a block within a 

class without static keyword is instance initialize
 Constructors: function having same name as of 

class but without return type.



Instance variable in Java
 A variable which is created inside the class but 

outside the method, is known as instance 
variable. Instance variable doesn't get memory at 
compile time. It gets memory at run time when 
object(instance) is created. That is why, it is 
known as instance variable.



Object and Class Example: main within class

 In this example, we have created a Student class that have two data 
members id and name. We are creating the object of the Student 
class by new keyword and printing the objects value.

 Here, we are creating main() method inside the class.

class Student{  
 int id;//field or data member or instance variable  
 String name;  
  
 public static void main(String args[]){  
  Student s1=new Student();//

creating an object of Student  
  System.out.println(s1.id);//

accessing member through reference variable  
  System.out.println(s1.name);  
 }  
}  



Object and Class Example: main outside class

 In real time development, we create classes and use it from another 
class. It is a better approach than previous one. Let's see a simple 
example, where we are having main() method in another class.

 We can have multiple classes in different java files or single java file. If 
you define multiple classes in a single java source file, it is a good idea 
to save the file name with the class name which has main() method.

class Student  {  
 int id;  
 String name;  
}  
class TestStudent1{  
 public static void main(String args[]){  
  Student s1=new Student();  
  System.out.println(s1.id);  
  System.out.println(s1.name);  
 }  
}  



3 Ways to initialize object
There are 3 ways to initialize object in java.
 By reference variable
 By method
 By constructor

1) Object and Class Example: Initialization through 
reference
Initializing object simply means storing data into object. Let's see a 
simple example where we are going to initialize object through 
reference variable.

class Student{  
 int id;  
 String name;  
}  
class TestStudent2{  
 public static void main(String args[]){  
  Student s1=new Student();  
  s1.id=101;  
  s1.name="Sai";  
  System.out.println(s1.id+" "+s1.name);//

printing members with a white space  
 }  
}  



We can also create multiple objects and store information in it 
through reference variable.

class Student{  
 int id;  
 String name;  
}  class TestStudent3{  
 public static void main(String args[]){  
  //Creating objects  
  Student s1=new Student();  
  Student s2=new Student();  
  //Initializing objects  
  s1.id=101;  
  s1.name="Sai";  
  s2.id=102;  
  s2.name="Amit";  
  //Printing data  
  System.out.println(s1.id+" "+s1.name);  
  System.out.println(s2.id+" "+s2.name);  
 }  
}  



2) Object and Class Example: Initialization through method
 In this example, we are creating the two objects of Student class and initializing the 

value to these objects by invoking the insertRecord method. Here, we are displaying 
the state (data) of the objects by invoking the displayInformation() method.

class Student {  
 int rollno;  
 String name;  
 void insertRecord(int r, String n){  
  rollno= r;  
  name= n;  
 }   void displayInformation()

{System.out.println(rollno+" "+name);}  
}  class TestStudent 4 {  
 public static void main(String args[]){  
  Student s1=new Student();  
  Student s2=new Student();  
  s1.insertRecord(111,"Karan");  
  s2.insertRecord(222,"Aryan");  
  s1.displayInformation();  
  s2.displayInformation();  
 }  }  



Object and Class Example: 
Employeeclass Employee{  

    int id;  
    String name;  
    float salary;  
    void insert(int i, String n, float s) {  
        id=i;  name=n;    salary=s;  
    }      void display()

{System.out.println(id+" "+name+" "+salary);}  }  
public class TestEmployee {  
public static void main(String[] args) {  
    Employee e1=new Employee();  
    Employee e2=new Employee();  
    Employee e3=new Employee();  
    e1.insert(101,"ajeet",45000);  
    e2.insert(102,"irfan",25000);  
    e3.insert(103,"nakul",55000);  
    e1.display();  
    e2.display();  
    e3.display();  
}  }  



class Rectangle{  
 int length;  
 int width;  
 void insert(int l, int w){  
  length=l;  
  width=w;  
 }  
 void calculateArea(){System.out.println(length*width);}  
}  
class TestRectangle1{  
 public static void main(String args[]){  
  Rectangle r1=new Rectangle();  
  Rectangle r2=new Rectangle();  
  r1.insert(11,5);  
  r2.insert(3,15);  
  r1.calculateArea();  
  r2.calculateArea();  
}  }  



Why class?

1. Class has ability to store the data of any type
2. Provides encapsulation to code
3. Define once and use multiple times
 
Syntax:
Access specifier class classname
{
Access specifier datatype variable;
Access specifier returntype method()
{ logic of method
}
}



Example of class
class Student
{ private String name;
private int id;
void setData(String n,int i)
{ name=n;
id=i;
}
void show()
{ System.out.println(name+id);
}
public static void main(String arg[])
{
Student s1=new Student();
s1.setData("Radha",53);
s1.show();
}
}



Access Specifiers
Deciding on which level restrictions is to be applied 

on class and its members.
4 types of access specifiers in java:
1. Public
2. Default
3. Protected
4. Private



Object
We can define the class once and use multiple times wherever we 

want.
Object is simply some memory space in ram which contains non 

static class data
Also called as instance variable.

How to create object
 Syntax: 
Classname ref=new classname();
or
Classname ref;
Ref=new classname();

Example:
Student s=new Student();
or
Student s;
s=new Student();
Here we can say that s is the reference of a student class 

object.



What are the different ways to create an object in Java?
There are many ways to create an object in java. They are:
By new keyword
By newInstance() method
By clone() method
By deserialization
By factory method etc.
We will learn these ways to create object later.

Anonymous object

Anonymous simply means nameless. An object which has no 
reference is known as anonymous object. It can be used at the 
time of object creation only.

If you have to use an object only once, anonymous object is a 
good approach. 

For example:
new Calculation();//anonymous object  



Calling method through reference:
Calculation c=new Calculation();  
c.fact(5);  

Calling method through anonymous object
new Calculation().fact(5);  

Let's see the full example of anonymous object in java.
class Calculation{  
 void fact(int  n){  
  int fact=1;  
  for(int i=1;i<=n;i++){  
   fact=fact*i;  
  }  
 System.out.println("factorial is "+fact);  
}  
public static void main(String args[]){  
 new Calculation().fact(5);//calling method with anonymous object  
}  
}  
Output:  Factorial is 120 



Declaring Objects
 when you create a class, you are creating a new data type.
  You can use this type to declare objects of that type.
  However, obtaining objects of a class is a two-step process.
   First, you must declare a variable of the class type. This 

variable does not define an object. Instead, it is simply a 
variable that can refer to an object.

  Second, you must acquire an actual, physical copy of the 
object and assign it to that variable. 

 You can do this using the new  operator. The new operator 
dynamically allocates (that is, allocates at run time) 
memory  for an object and returns a reference to it. This 
reference is, more or less, the address in memory of the 
object allocated by new. This reference is then stored 
in the variable.

  Thus,  in Java, all class objects must be dynamically 
allocated. 



Declaring Objects

• Box mybox = new Box();
Or
• Box mybox; // declare reference to object
• mybox = new Box(); // allocate a Box object
• the new operator dynamically allocates 

memory for an object. 
• class-var = new classname ( );



Box mybox; -----------------1
mybox = new Box(); ----------------2

 The first line declares mybox as a reference to an object 
of type Box. At this point, mybox  does not yet refer to an 
actual object.

  The next line allocates an object and assigns a reference to  
mybox. 

 After the second line executes, you can use mybox as if 
it were a

       Box object. But in reality, mybox simply holds, the 
memory address of the actual Box object.

 A class creates a new data type that can be used to create 
objects. That is, a class creates a logical framework that 
defines the relationship between its members. 

 When you declare an object of a class, you are creating an 
instance of that class. Thus, a class is a logical construct. An 
object has physical reality. (That is, an object occupies space 
in memory.)



Assigning Object Reference 
Variables

• Box b1 = new Box();
• Box b2 = b1;// b1 and b2 will both refer to 

the same object
• It simply makes b2 refer to the same object 

as does b1.
• Any changes made to the object through b2 

will affect the object to which b1 is 
referring



Assigning Object Reference Variables

Box b1 = new Box();
Box b2 = b1;
// ...
b1 = null;
Here, b1 has been set to null, but b2 still points to 

the original object.
• When we assign one object reference variable to 

another object reference variable,
• We are not creating a copy of the object, we are 

only making a copy of the reference



Introducing Methods

General form of a method:
type name(parameter-list) 
{
// body of method
}
• The name of the method is specified by name.
• The parameter-list is a sequence of type and identifier 

pairs separated by commas
return value;
Here, value is the value returned



Adding a Method to the Box Class
// This program includes a method inside the box class.
class Box {
double width;
double height;
double depth;
// display volume of a box
void volume() {
System.out.print("Volume is ");
System.out.println(width * height * depth);
}
}



Adding a Method to the Box Class

class BoxDemo3 {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Box mybox1 = new Box();
Box mybox2 = new Box();
// assign values to mybox1's instance variables
mybox1.width = 10;
mybox1.height = 20;
mybox1.depth = 15;



Adding a Method to the Box Class

/* assign different values to mybox2's instance 
variables */

mybox2.width = 3;
mybox2.height = 6;
mybox2.depth = 9;
// display volume of first box
mybox1.volume();---------------------------------1
// display volume of second box
mybox2.volume();---------------------------------2
}
}



 The first line here invokes the volume( ) method on 
mybox1. 

       That is, it calls volume( ) relative to the mybox1 object, 
using the object’s name followed by the dot operator.

 And the call to mybox2.volume( ) displays the volume of 
the box defined by mybox2. Each time volume( ) is invoked, 
it displays the volume for the specified box.

 When an instance variable is accessed by code that is not 
part of the class in which that instance variable is defined, 
it must be done through an object, by use of the dot 
operator. 

 However, when an instance variable is accessed by code 
that is part of the same class as the instance variable, that 
variable can be referred to directly. The same thing applies 
to methods.

 But what if  another part of your program want to know the 
volume of a box, but not display its value? A better way to 
implement volume( ) is to have it compute the volume of 
the box and return the result to the caller.

 vol = mybox1.volume();
System.out.println("Volume is" + mybox1.volume());



Returning a Value

// Now, volume() returns the volume of a box.
class Box {
double width;
double height;
double depth;

// compute and return volume
double volume() {
return width * height * depth;
}
}



Returning a Value
class BoxDemo4 {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Box mybox1 = new Box();
Box mybox2 = new Box();
double vol;
// assign values to mybox1's instance variables
mybox1.width = 10;
mybox1.height = 20;
mybox1.depth = 15;
/* assign different values to mybox2's instance 

variables */
mybox2.width = 3;
mybox2.height = 6;
mybox2.depth = 9;



Returning a Value

// get volume of first box
vol = mybox1.volume();
System.out.println("Volume is " + vol);

// get volume of second box
vol = mybox2.volume();
System.out.println("Volume is " + vol);
}
}



Adding a Method That Takes 
Parameters

// This program uses a parameterized method.
class Box {
double width;
double height;
double depth;
// compute and return volume
double volume() {
return width * height * depth;
}
// sets dimensions of box
void setDim(double w, double h, double d) {
width = w;
height = h;
depth = d;
}}



class BoxDemo5 {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Box mybox1 = new Box();
Box mybox2 = new Box();
double vol;
// initialize each box
mybox1.setDim(10, 20, 15);
mybox2.setDim(3, 6, 9);
// get volume of first box
vol = mybox1.volume();
System.out.println("Volume is " + vol);
// get volume of second box
vol = mybox2.volume();
System.out.println("Volume is " + vol);
}
}



Constructor in Java
• Constructor in java can be seen as method in a class, but 

there is much difference between a method and a 
constructor in terms of purpose, syntax and invocation.

• Purpose of Constructor in Java(vs Method):
• Constructor have only 1 purpose to create an instance of 

class. This instantiation includes memory allocation and 
member initialization.

• In contrast, method cannot be used to create an instance of 
a class.

Syntax:

Public class ConstructorExample{
… public ConstructorExample() {

System.out.println(“Inside Constructor”);
}
…static void method (){
System.out.println(“Inside  Method”);
}}



Non-access modifiers

• Java provides a number of non-access 
modifiers to achieve many other 
functionalities.

• The static modifier for creating class methods 
and variables.

• The final modifier for finalizing the 
implementations of classes, methods, and 
variables.

• The abstract modifier for creating abstract 
classes and methods.

• The synchronized and volatile modifiers, 
which are used for threads.



Rules for Constructor
• Constructor Cannot have non Access Modifiers, while 

method can have.
• Constructor Cannot have return type, while methods can 

have.
• Constructor name must be same as the class name. while, 

methods are not restricted for the same.
• Constructor cannot be marked as 

static/abstract/overridden/final
• Note* Methods can have same name as of Class name.

Invocation of Constructor:
Public class ConstructorExample{
… public ConstructorExample() {

System.out.println(“Inside Constructor”);
}
Public Static void main(String[] args)
{
ConstructorExample cls=new ConstructorExample();
}
}
O/P= Inside Constructor.



Invocation of method
Public class ConstructorExample1{
… public ConstructorExample1() {

System.out.println(“Inside Constructor”);
}
.. void method (){
System.out.println(“Inside  Method”);
}
Public Static void main(string[] args){
ConstructorExample1 cls=new ConstructorExample1();
…
Cls.method();
}
}
O/P= Inside Constructor

      Inside Method



Constructors
/* Here, Box uses a constructor to initialize the dimensions of a box. */
class Box {
double width;
double height;
double depth;
// This is the constructor for Box.
Box() {
System.out.println("Constructing Box");
width = 10;
height = 10;
depth = 10;
}
// compute and return volume
double volume() {
return width * height * depth;
}
}



Constructors

class BoxDemo6 {
public static void main(String args[]) {
// declare, allocate, and initialize Box objects
Box mybox1 = new Box();
Box mybox2 = new Box();
double vol;
// get volume of first box
vol = mybox1.volume();
System.out.println("Volume is " + vol);
// get volume of second box
vol = mybox2.volume();
System.out.println("Volume is " + vol);
}
}



Parameterized Constructors

class Box {
double width;
double height;
double depth;

// This is the constructor for Box.
Box(double w, double h, double d) {
width = w;
height = h;
depth = d;
}

// compute and return volume
double volume() {
return width * height * depth;
}
}



Parameterized Constructors

class BoxDemo7 {
public static void main(String args[]) {
// declare, allocate, and initialize Box objects
Box mybox1 = new Box(10, 20, 15);
Box mybox2 = new Box(3, 6, 9);
double vol;

// get volume of first box
vol = mybox1.volume();
System.out.println("Volume is " + vol);

// get volume of second box
vol = mybox2.volume();
System.out.println("Volume is " + vol);
}
}



this Keyword
• Java defines the this keyword
• this can be used inside any method to refer to the current 

object.
• To better understand what this refers to, consider the following 

version of Box( ):
// A redundant use of this.

class Box {
double width;
double height;
double depth;

Box(double w, double h, double d) {
this.width = w;
this.height = h;
this.depth = d;
}



Instance Variable Hiding
• When a local variable has the same name as an instance variable, 

the local variable hides the instance variable.
• this lets you refer directly to the object, you can use it to 

resolve any namespace collisions that might occur between 
instance variables and local variables

// Use this to resolve name-space collisions.
class Box {
double width;
double height;
double depth;

Box(double width, double height, double depth) {
this.width = width;
this.height = height;
this.depth = depth;
}
}



class Test
{       // Instance variable or member variable
    private int value = 10; 
     void method()
    {           // This local variable hides instance variable
        int value = 40;
         System.out.println("Value of Instance variable :"
                            + this.value);
        System.out.println("Value of Local variable :"
                            + value);
    }   }
 class UseTest
{
    public static void main(String args[])
    {
        Test obj1 = new Test();
        obj1.method();
    }  }
Output:
Value of Instance variable :10 Value of Local variable :40



Garbage Collection

• Dynamically allocated by using the new operator, you 
might be wondering how such objects are destroyed and 
their memory released for later reallocation

• Java takes a different approach; it handles Deallocation for 
you automatically.

• The technique that accomplishes this is called garbage 
collection.

• Garbage collection only occurs sporadically (if at all) during 
the execution of your program.

• It will not occur simply because one or more objects exist 
that are no longer used.

• This garbage collector is under the control of JVM. Though 
JVM can be commanded to run the Garbage collector but then 
there seems no guarantee that actually the Garbage collector 
will be set out to work. So, the Garbage collector is normally 
run at the times when the JVM falls short of memory.



finalize( ) Method
• Java provides a mechanism called finalization where 

you can define specific actions 
• that will occur when an object is just about to be 

reclaimed by the garbage collector
• The Java run time calls that method whenever it is 

about to recycle an object of that class.
• the finalize( ) method, you will specify those actions 

that must be performed before an object is destroyed
• The finalize( ) method has this general form:
protected void finalize( )
{// finalization code here
}It is important to understand that finalize( ) is only 

called just prior to garbage collection.
• It is not called when an object goes out-of-scope



finalize() method In Java:
 finalize() method is a protected and non-static 

method of java.lang.Object class. 
 This method will be available in all objects you 

create in java. 
 This method is used to perform some final 

operations or clean up operations on an object 
before it is removed from the memory.  you can 
override the finalize() method to keep those 
operations you want to perform before an object 
is destroyed.



Overloading Methods

 In Java, it is possible to define two or more methods 
within the same class that share the same name, 
as long as their parameter declarations are 
different.

  When this is the case, the methods are said to be 
overloaded, and the process is referred to as 
method overloading.

 Method overloading is one of the ways that Java 
supports polymorphism.

 When an overloaded method is invoked, Java uses 
the type and/or number of arguments as its guide 
to determine which version of the overloaded 
method to actually call.



Overloading Methods

// Demonstrate method overloading.
class OverloadDemo {
void test() {
System.out.println("No parameters");
}

// Overload test for one integer parameter.
void test(int a) {
System.out.println("a: " + a);
}



Overloading Methods

// Overload test for two integer parameters.
void test(int a, int b) {
System.out.println("a and b: " + a + " " + 

b);
}
// Overload test for a double parameter
double test(double a) {
System.out.println("double a: " + a);
return a*a;
}
}



Overloading Methods

class Overload {
public static void main(String args[]) {
OverloadDemo ob = new OverloadDemo();
double result;
// call all versions of test()
ob.test();
ob.test(10);
ob.test(10, 20);
result = ob.test(123.25);
System.out.println("Result of ob.test(123.25): " + 

result);
}
}



Overloading Methods

Output:
No parameters
a: 10
a and b: 10 20
double a: 123.25
Result of ob.test(123.25): 15190.5625



Overloading Methods

// Automatic type conversions apply to overloading.
class OverloadDemo {
void test() {
System.out.println("No parameters");
}

// Overload test for two integer parameters.
void test(int a, int b) {
System.out.println("a and b: " + a + " " + b);
}

// Overload test for a double parameter
void test(double a) {
System.out.println("Inside test(double) a: " + a);
}
}



Overloading Methods

class Overload {
public static void main(String args[]) {
OverloadDemo ob = new OverloadDemo();
int i = 88;
ob.test();
ob.test(10, 20);
ob.test(i); // this will invoke test(double)
ob.test(123.2); // this will invoke test(double)
} }
 Output:  No parameters
a and b: 10 20
Inside test(double) a: 88
Inside test(double) a: 123.2



 OverloadDemo does not define test(int). 
 Therefore, when test( ) is called with an 

integer argument inside Overload, no 
matching method is found. 

 However, Java can automatically convert an 
integer into a double, and this conversion can 
be used to resolve the call. 

 Therefore, after test(int) is not found, Java 
elevates i to double and then calls 
test(double). 

 if test(int) had been defined, it would have 
been called instead. 

 Java will employ its automatic type conversions 
only if no exact match is found.



Overloading Constructors

class Box {
double width;
double height;
double depth;
// This is the constructor for Box.
Box(double w, double h, double d) {
width = w;
height = h;
depth = d;
}
// compute and return volume
double volume() {
return width * height * depth;
}
}



 As you can see, the Box( ) constructor requires 
three parameters. This means that all declarations 
of Box objects must pass three arguments to the 
Box( ) constructor. For example, the following 
statement is currently invalid:

 Box ob = new Box();
 Since Box( ) requires three arguments, it’s an 

error to call it without them. This raises some 
important questions. What if you simply wanted a box 
and did not care (or know) what its initial dimensions 
were? Or, what if you want to be able to initialize a cube 
by specifying only one value that would be used for all 
three dimensions? 

 As the Box class is currently written, these other 
options are not available to you. solution to these 
problems is quite easy: simply overload the Box 
constructor



Overloading Constructors

/* Here, Box defines three constructors to initialize the 
dimensions of a box various ways. */

class Box {
double width;
double height;
double depth;
// constructor used when all dimensions specified
Box(double w, double h, double d) {
width = w;
height = h;
depth = d;
}
// constructor used when no dimensions specified
Box() {
width = -1; // use -1 to indicate
height = -1; // an uninitialized
depth = -1; // box
}



Overloading Constructors

// constructor used when cube is created
Box(double len) {
width = height = depth = len;
}
// compute and return volume
double volume() {
return width * height * depth;
}
}



Overloading Constructors

class OverloadCons {
public static void main(String args[]) {
// create boxes using the various constructors
Box mybox1 = new Box(10, 20, 15);
Box mybox2 = new Box();
Box mycube = new Box(7);
double vol;
// get volume of first box
vol = mybox1.volume();
System.out.println("Volume of mybox1 is " + vol);
// get volume of second box
vol = mybox2.volume();
System.out.println("Volume of mybox2 is " + vol);



Overloading Constructors

// get volume of cube
vol = mycube.volume();
System.out.println("Volume of mycube is " + vol);
}
}
The output produced by this program is shown here:
Volume of mybox1 is 3000.0
Volume of mybox2 is -1.0
Volume of mycube is 343.0



Using Objects as 
Parameters



// Objects may be passed to methods.
class Test {
int a, b;
Test(int i, int j) {
a = i;
b = j; }
// return true if o is equal to the invoking object
boolean equalTo(Test o) {
if(o.a == a && o.b == b) return true;
else return false;
} }
class PassOb {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Test ob1 = new Test(100, 22);
Test ob2 = new Test(100, 22);
Test ob3 = new Test(-1, -1);
System.out.println("ob1 == ob2: " + ob1.equalTo(ob2));
System.out.println("ob1 == ob3: " + ob1.equalTo(ob3));
} }



Argument Passing



// Primitive types are passed by value.
class Test {
void meth(int i, int j) {
i *= 2;
j /= 2;
}  }
class CallByValue {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Test ob = new Test();
int a = 15, b = 20;
System.out.println("a and b before call: " +
a + " " + b);
ob.meth(a, b);
System.out.println("a and b after call: " +
a + " " + b);
}  }
The output from this program is shown here:
a and b before call: 15 20
a and b after call: 15 20



 As you can see, the operations that occur inside 
meth( ) have no effect on the values of a and 
b used in the call; their values here did not 
change to 30 and 10.

 When you pass an object to a method, the 
situation changes dramatically, because objects 
are passed by what is effectively call-by-
reference. 

 Keep in mind that when you create a variable of a 
class type, you are only creating a reference to an 
object.

  Thus, when you pass this reference to a method, 
the parameter that receives it will refer to the 
same object as that referred to by the argument. 

 This effectively means that objects act as if they 
are passed to methods by use of call-by-
reference. 

 Changes to the object inside the method do affect 
the object used as an argument. For example, 
consider the following program:



// Objects are passed through their references.
class Test {
int a, b;
Test(int i, int j) {
a = i;
b = j;
}
// pass an object
void meth(Test o) {
o.a *= 2;
o.b /= 2;
}  }
class PassObjRef {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Test ob = new Test(15, 20);
System.out.println("ob.a and ob.b before call: " +ob.a + " " + ob.b);
ob.meth(ob);
System.out.println("ob.a and ob.b after call: " +ob.a + " " + ob.b);
}  }



Returning Objects
// Returning an object.
class Test {
int a;
Test(int i) {
a = i;
}
Test incrByTen() {
Test temp = new Test(a+10);
return temp;
}
}
class RetOb {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Test ob1 = new Test(2);
Test ob2;
ob2 = ob1.incrByTen();
System.out.println("ob1.a: " + ob1.a);
System.out.println("ob2.a: " + ob2.a);

ob2 = ob2.incrByTen();
System.out.println("ob2.a after second 
increase: "
+ ob2.a);
}
}



Returning Objects

The output generated by this program is shown here:
ob1.a: 2
ob2.a: 12
ob2.a after second increase: 22



Access Control
/* This program demonstrates the difference 

between public and private. */
class Test {
int a; // default access
public int b; // public access
private int c; // private access
// methods to access c
void setc(int i) { // set c's value
c = i;
}



Access Control

int getc() { // get c's value
return c;
}
}
class AccessTest {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Test ob = new Test();
// These are OK, a and b may be accessed directly
ob.a = 10;
ob.b = 20;



Access Control

// This is not OK and will cause an error
// ob.c = 100; // Error!
// You must access c through its methods
ob.setc(100); // OK
System.out.println("a, b, and c: " + ob.a + " " + ob.b + " " 

+ ob.getc());
}
}



Understanding static

• They can only directly call other static methods.
• They can only directly access static data.
• They cannot refer to this or super in any way. 



Understanding static

// Demonstrate static variables, methods, and blocks.
class UseStatic {
static int a = 3;
static int b;
static void meth(int x) {
System.out.println("x = " + x);
System.out.println("a = " + a);
System.out.println("b = " + b);
}
static {
System.out.println("Static block initialized.");
b = a * 4;
}
public static void main(String args[]) {
meth(42);
} }



Understanding static

the output of the program:
Static block initialized.
x = 42
a = 3
b = 12



Understanding static

• Inside main( ), the static method callme( ) and the 
static variable b are accessed through their class 
name StaticDemo

class StaticDemo {
static int a = 42;
static int b = 99;
static void callme() {
System.out.println("a = " + a);
}
}



Understanding static

class StaticByName {
public static void main(String args[]) {
StaticDemo.callme();
System.out.println("b = " + StaticDemo.b);
}
}
Here is the output of this program:
a = 42
b = 99



Nested Classes

• The Java programming language allows you to 
define a class within another cass. Such a class is 
called a nested class and is illustrated here:

class OuterClass { 
...
 class NestedClass { 

... 
}

 }



Nested Classes
 The scope of a nested class is bounded by the 

scope of its enclosing class. 
 Thus, if class B is defined within class A, then B 

does not exist independently of A.
  A nested class has access to the members, 

including private members, of the class in which 
it is nested. 

 However, the enclosing class does not have 
access to the members of the nested class. 

 A nested class that is declared directly within its 
enclosing class scope is a member of its 
enclosing class. 

 It is also possible to declare a nested class that is 
local to a block.



• Nested classes are divided into two categories: 
static and non-static. Nested classes that are 
declared static are called static nested classes. 
Non-static nested classes are called inner classes.



• There are two types of nested classes: static and 
non-static. 

• A static nested class is one that has the static 
modifier applied. Because it is static, it 
must access the non-static members of its 
enclosing class through an object. 

• That is, it cannot refer to non-static members of 
its enclosing class directly. Because of this 
restriction, static nested classes are seldom used.

• The most important type of nested class is the 
inner class. An inner class is a non-static  nested 
class. It has access to all of the variables and 
methods of its outer class and may refer to them 
directly in the same way that other non-static 
members of the outer class do.



class OuterClass {
 ... static class StaticNestedClass {
 ... 
} 
class InnerClass {
 ... 
}

 }
 A nested class is a member of its enclosing class. Non-static 

nested classes (inner classes) have access to other 
members of the enclosing class, even if they are declared 
private. Static nested classes do not have access to other 
members of the enclosing class

 The following program illustrates how to define and use an 
inner class. The class named Outer has one instance 
variable named outer_x, one instance method named 
test( ), and defines one inner class called Inner.



class Outer {
int outer_x = 100;
void test() {
Inner inner = new Inner();
inner.display();
}
// this is an inner class
class Inner {
void display() {
System.out.println("display: outer_x = " + outer_x);
}}}
class InnerClassDemo {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Outer outer = new Outer();
outer.test();
}}



 In the program, an inner class named Inner is 
defined within the scope of class Outer.

 Therefore, any code in class Inner can directly 
access the variable outer_x. 

 An instance method named display( ) is 
defined inside Inner. This method displays 
outer_x on the standard output stream. 

 The main( ) method of InnerClassDemo 
creates an instance of

     class Outer and invokes its test( ) method. 
That method creates an instance of class 
Inner and the display( ) method is called.

 an inner class has access to all of the members of 
its enclosing class, but the reverse is not true. 

 Members of the inner class are known only within 
the scope of the inner class and may not be used 
by the outer class. For example,



// This program will not compile.
class Outer {
int outer_x = 100;
void test() {
Inner inner = new Inner();
inner.display();
}
// this is an inner class
class Inner {
int y = 10; // y is local to Inner
void display() {
System.out.println("display: outer_x = " + outer_x);
} }
void showy() {
System.out.println(y); // error, y not known here!
} }
class InnerClassDemo {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Outer outer = new Outer();
outer.test();
}  }



// Define an inner class within a for loop.
class Outer {
int outer_x = 100;
void test() {
for(int i=0; i<10; i++) {
class Inner {
void display() {
System.out.println("display: outer_x = " + outer_x);
}  }
Inner inner = new Inner();
inner.display();
}  }  }
class InnerClassDemo {
public static void main(String args[]) {
Outer outer = new Outer();
outer.test();
}  }



 While nested classes are not applicable to all 
situations, they are particularly helpful when 
handling events.

 Nested classes were not allowed by the original 
1.0 specification for Java. They were added by 
Java 1.1.



Need to create nested classes?

Compelling reasons for using nested classes include 
the following:

 It is a way of logically grouping classes that 
are only used in one place: If a class is useful 
to only one other class, then it is logical to embed 
it in that class and keep the two together. Nesting 
such "helper classes" makes their package more 
streamlined.

 It increases encapsulation: Consider two top-
level classes, A and B, where B needs access to 
members of A that would otherwise be 
declared private. By hiding class B within class A, 
A's members can be declared private and B can 
access them. In addition, B itself can be hidden 
from the outside world.

 It can lead to more readable and 
maintainable code: Nesting small classes within 
top-level classes places the code closer to where 
it is used.



Inner Classes (Non-static Nested Classes)
 Inner classes are a security mechanism in Java. We 

know a class cannot be associated with the access 
modifier private, but if we have the class as a 
member of other class, then the inner class can be 
made private. And this is also used to access the 
private members of a class.

 Inner classes are of three types depending on how and 
where you define them. They are:

1) Inner Class
2) Method-local Inner Class
3) Anonymous Inner Class

Inner Class
 Creating an inner class is quite simple. You just need 

to write a class within a class. Unlike a class, an inner 
class can be private and once you declare an inner 
class private, it cannot be accessed from an object 
outside the class.



Method-local Inner Class
• In Java, we can write a class within a method and 

this will be a local type. Like local variables, the 
scope of the inner class is restricted within the 
method.

• A method-local inner class can be instantiated only 
within the method where the inner class is defined.

Anonymous Inner Class
• An inner class declared without a class name is 

known as an anonymous inner class. In case of 
anonymous inner classes, we declare and 
instantiate them at the same time. Generally they 
are used whenever you need to override the 
method of a class or an interface.



Static Nested Class
 A static inner class is a nested class which is a 

static member of the outer class. It can be 
accessed without instantiating the outer class, 
using other static members. Just like static 
members, a static nested class does not have 
access to the instance variables and methods of 
the outer class. 



Using Command-Line Arguments

 A command-line argument is the information that 
directly follows the program’s name on the 
command line when it is executed.

  To access the command-line arguments inside a 
Java program is quite easy—they are stored as 
strings in a String array passed to the args 
parameter of main( ). 

 The first command-line argument is stored at 
args[0], the second at args[1], and so on. 

 For example, the following program displays all 
of the command-line arguments that it is called 
with:



// Display all command-line arguments.

class CommandLine {
public static void main(String args[]) {
for(int i=0; i<args.length; i++)
System.out.println("args[" + i + "]: " +args[i]);
}  }
java CommandLine this is a test 100 -1
   output:
args[0]: this
args[1]: is
args[2]: a
args[3]: test
args[4]: 100
args[5]: -1



Var args: Variable-Length 
Arguments

 There are many cases in which  variable number of 
arguments are passed to a method .

 For example, a method that opens an Internet 
connection might take a user name, password, 
filename, protocol, and so on, but supply defaults if 
some of this information is not provided. 

 In this situation, it would be convenient to pass only 
the arguments to which the defaults did not apply. 

 Prior to JDK 5, variable-length arguments could be 
handled two ways, neither of which was particularly 
pleasing. 

 First, if the maximum number of arguments was small 
and known, then you could create overloaded versions 
of the method, one for each way the method could be 
called. Although this works and is suitable for some 
cases, it applies to only a narrow class of situations,

  a second approach was used in which the arguments 
were put into an array, and then the array was passed 
to the method.



Use an array to pass a variable number of  arguments to a method. This is the old-
style approach to variable-length arguments.

class PassArray {
static void vaTest(int v[]) {
System.out.print("Number of args: " + v.length + " Contents: ");
for(int x : v)
System.out.print(x + " ");
System.out.println();
} public static void main(String args[])
{ // Notice how an array must be created to hold the arguments.
int n1[] = { 10 };
int n2[] = { 1, 2, 3 };
int n3[] = { };
vaTest(n1); // 1 arg
vaTest(n2); // 3 args
vaTest(n3); // no args
}  }



 In the program, the method vaTest( ) passed its 
arguments through the array v. 

 This old-style approach to variable-length arguments 
does enable vaTest( ) to take an arbitrary number 
of arguments. 

 However, it requires that these arguments be 
manually packaged into an array prior to calling 
vaTest( ). 

 Not only is it tedious to construct an array each 
time vaTest( ) is called, it is potentially error-
prone. 

 The variable arguments feature offers a simpler, 
better option. A variable-length argument is specified 
by three periods (…). 

 For example, here is how vaTest( ) is written 
using a vararg: static void vaTest(int ... v) { This 
syntax tells the compiler that vaTest( ) can be 
called with zero or more arguments. 

 As a result, v is implicitly declared as an array of 
type int[ ]. Thus, inside vaTest( ), v is accessed 
using the normal array syntax.

  Here is the preceding program rewritten using a 
vararg:



// Demonstrate variable-length arguments.
class VarArgs {
// vaTest() now uses a vararg.
static void vaTest(int ... v) {
System.out.print("Number of args: " + v.length +  " 

Contents: ");
for(int x : v)
System.out.print(x + " ");
System.out.println();
} public static void main(String args[])
{  // Notice how vaTest() can be called with a variable 

number of arguments.
vaTest(10); // 1 arg
vaTest(1, 2, 3); // 3 args
vaTest(); // no args
} }



Overloading Vararg Methods
// Varargs and overloading.
class VarArgs3 {
static void vaTest(int ... v) {
System.out.print("vaTest(int ...)

: " +
"Number of args: " + v.length + 
" Contents: ");
for(int x : v)
System.out.print(x + " ");
System.out.println();
} static void vaTest(boolean ... 

v) 
{        System.out.print("vaTe
st(boolean ...) " +

"Number of args: " + v.length +
" Contents: ");
for(boolean x : v)
System.out.print(x + " ");
System.out.println(); }

static void vaTest(String msg, int ... 
v) {

System.out.print("vaTest(String, 
int ...): " +

msg + v.length + " Contents: ");
for(int x : v)
System.out.print(x + " ");
System.out.println();
}
public static void main(String 

args[])
{
vaTest(1, 2, 3);
vaTest("Testing: ", 10, 20);
vaTest(true, false, false);
}
}



    Output: 
 vaTest(int ...): Number of args: 3 Contents: 1 2 3
 vaTest(String, int ...): Testing: 2 Contents: 10 20
 vaTest(boolean ...) Number of args: 3 Contents: 

true false false



Inheritance
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• class A {
• int i, j;
• void showij() {
• System.out.println("i and j: " + i + " " + j);
• }
• }
• // Create a subclass by extending class A.
• class B extends A {
• int k;
• void showk() {
• System.out.println("k: " + k);
• }
• void sum() {
• System.out.println("i+j+k: " + (i+j+k));
• }
• }



• class SimpleInheritance {
• public static void main(String args []) {
• A superOb = new A();
• B subOb = new B();
• // The superclass may be used by itself.
• superOb.i = 10;
• superOb.j = 20;
• System.out.println("Contents of superOb: ");
• superOb.showij();
• System.out.println();
• /* The subclass has access to all public members of
• its superclass. */
• subOb.i = 7;
• subOb.j = 8;
• subOb.k = 9;
• System.out.println("Contents of subOb: ");
• subOb.showij();
• subOb.showk();
• System.out.println();
• System.out.println("Sum of i, j and k in subOb:");
• subOb.sum();
• } }



• Contents of superOb:
• i and j: 10 20
• Contents of subOb:
• i and j: 7 8
• k: 9
• Sum of i, j and k in subOb:
• i+j+k: 24



• class Vehicle {
•    String color;
•    int speed;
•    int size;
•    void attributes() {
•       System.out.println("Color : " + color);
•       System.out.println("Speed : " + speed);
•       System.out.println("Size : " + size);
•    }}
• // A subclass which extends for vehicle
• class Car extends Vehicle {
•    int CC;
•    int gears;
•    void attributescar() {
•       // The subclass refers to the members of the superclass
•       System.out.println("Color of Car : " + color);
•       System.out.println("Speed of Car : " + speed);
•       System.out.println("Size of Car : " + size);
•       System.out.println("CC of Car : " + CC);
•       System.out.println("No of gears of Car : " + gears);
•    }}
• public class Test {
•    public static void main(String args[]) {
•       Car b1 = new Car();
•       b1.color = "Blue";
•       b1.speed = 200 ;
•       b1.size = 22;
•       b1.CC = 1000;
•       b1.gears = 5;
•       b1.attributescar();
•    }
• }



•  Access Spec and inh---

• class Vehicle {
•    String color;
•    private int speed;
•    private int size;
•    public int getSize() {
•       return size;
•    }
•    public int getSpeed() {
•       return speed;
•    }
•    public void setSize(int i) {
•       size = i;
•    }
•    public void setSpeed(int i) {
•       speed = i;
•    }
• }
•  
• // A subclass which extends for vehicle
• class Car extends Vehicle {
•    int CC;
•    int gears;
•    int color;
•    void attributescar() {
•        // Error due to access violation
•       // System.out.println("Speed of Car : " + speed); 
•       // Error due to access violation
•       //System.out.println("Size of Car : " + size); 
•    }
• }



• public class Test {
•    public static void main(String args[]) {
•      Car b1 = new Car();
•      // the subclass can inherit 'color' member of the superclass
•      b1.color = 500; 
•      b1.setSpeed(200) ;
•      b1.setSize(22);
•      b1.CC = 1000;
•      b1.gears = 5;
•      // The subclass refers to the members of the superclass
•      System.out.println("Color of Car : " + b1.color);
•      System.out.println("Speed of Car : " + b1.getSpeed());
•      System.out.println("Size of Car : " + b1.getSize());
•      System.out.println("CC of Car : " + b1.CC);
•      System.out.println("No of gears of Car : " + b1.gears);
•   }
• }



• A More Practical Example:
•  
• // This program uses inheritance to extend Box.
• class Box {
• double width;
• double height;
• double depth;
• // construct clone of an object
• Box(Box ob) { // pass object to constructor
• width = ob.width;
• height = ob.height;
• depth = ob.depth;
• }
• // constructor used when all dimensions specified
• Box(double w, double h, double d) {
• width = w;
• height = h;
• depth = d;
• }



• Box() {
• width = -1; // use -1 to indicate
• height = -1; // an uninitialized
• depth = -1; // box
• }
• // constructor used when cube is created
• Box(double len) {
• width = height = depth = len;
• }
• // compute and return volume
• double volume() {
• return width * height * depth;
• }
• }
•  
• // Here, Box is extended to include weight.
•  
• class BoxWeight extends Box {
• double weight; // weight of box
•  
• // constructor for BoxWeight



• BoxWeight(double w, double h, double d, double m) {
• width = w;
• height = h;
• depth = d;
• weight = m;
• }}
• class DemoBoxWeight {
• public static void main(String args[]) {
• BoxWeight mybox1 = new BoxWeight(10, 20, 15, 34.3);
• BoxWeight mybox2 = new BoxWeight(2, 3, 4, 0.076);
• double vol;
• vol = mybox1.volume();
• System.out.println("Volume of mybox1 is " + vol);
• System.out.println("Weight of mybox1 is " + mybox1.weight);
• System.out.println();
• vol = mybox2.volume();
• System.out.println("Volume of mybox2 is " + vol);
• System.out.println("Weight of mybox2 is " + mybox2.weight);
• }}

• The output from this program is shown here:
• Volume of mybox1 is 3000.0
• Weight of mybox1 is 34.3
• Volume of mybox2 is 24.0
• Weight of mybox2 is 0.076
•  
•  



• A Superclass Variable Can Reference a Subclass Object
•  
• A reference variable of a superclass can be assigned a reference to any 

subclass derived from that superclass. You will find this aspect of inheritance 
quite useful in a variety of situations. For example, consider the following:

•  
• class RefDemo {
• public static void main(String args[]) {
• BoxWeight weightbox = new BoxWeight(3, 5, 7, 8.37);
• Box plainbox = new Box();
• double vol;
• vol = weightbox.volume();
• System.out.println("Volume of weightbox is " + vol);
• System.out.println("Weight of weightbox is " +weightbox.weight);
• System.out.println();
•  
• // assign BoxWeight reference to Box reference
• plainbox = weightbox;
• vol = plainbox.volume(); // OK, volume() defined in Box
• System.out.println("Volume of plainbox is " + vol);
• /* The following statement is invalid because plainbox
• does not define a weight member. */
• // System.out.println("Weight of plainbox is " + plainbox.weight);
• }



Using super

A subclass can call a constructor defined by its superclass by 
use of the following form of super:

   super(arg-list); 
To see how super( ) is used, consider this improved 

version of the BoxWeight class:

// BoxWeight now uses super to initialize its Box attributes.
class BoxWeight extends Box {
double weight; // weight of box
// initialize width, height, and depth using super()
BoxWeight(double w, double h, double d, double m) {
super(w, h, d); // call superclass constructor
weight = m;
}
}



 Here, BoxWeight( ) calls super( ) with the 
arguments w, h, and d. This causes the Box 
constructor to be called, which initializes width, 
height, and depth using these values.

  BoxWeight no longer initializes these 
values itself. It only needs to initialize the 
value unique to it: weight. 

 This leaves Box free to make these values 
private if desired.

unit 5\Super Example.docx
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• class Box {
• private double width;
• private double height;
• private double depth;
• // construct clone of an object
• Box(Box ob) { // pass object to constructor
• width = ob.width;
• height = ob.height;
• depth = ob.depth;
• }
• // constructor used when all dimensions specified
• Box(double w, double h, double d) {
• width = w;
• height = h;
• depth = d;
• }
• // constructor used when no dimensions specified
• Box() {
• width = -1; // use -1 to indicate
• height = -1; // an uninitialized
• depth = -1; // box
• }



• Box(double len) {
• width = height = depth = len;
• }
• // compute and return volume
• double volume() {
• return width * height * depth;
• }
• }
• // BoxWeight now fully implements all constructors.
• class BoxWeight extends Box {
• double weight; // weight of box
• // construct clone of an object

• BoxWeight(BoxWeight ob) { // pass object to constructor
• super(ob);
• weight = ob.weight;
• }
• // constructor when all parameters are specified
• BoxWeight(double w, double h, double d, double m) {
• super(w, h, d); // call superclass constructor
• weight = m;
• }



• BoxWeight() {
• super();
• weight = -1;}
• // constructor used when cube is created
• BoxWeight(double len, double m) {
• super(len);
• weight = m;}}
•  class DemoSuper {
• public static void main(String args[]) {
• BoxWeight mybox1 = new BoxWeight(10, 20, 15, 34.3);
• BoxWeight mybox2 = new BoxWeight(2, 3, 4, 0.076);
• BoxWeight mybox3 = new BoxWeight(); // default
• BoxWeight mycube = new BoxWeight(3, 2);
• BoxWeight myclone = new BoxWeight(mybox1);
• double vol;
• vol = mybox1.volume();
• System.out.println("Volume of mybox1 is " + vol);
• System.out.println("Weight of mybox1 is " + mybox1.weight);
• System.out.println();



• vol = mybox2.volume();
• System.out.println("Volume of mybox2 is " + vol);
• System.out.println("Weight of mybox2 is " + mybox2.weight);
• System.out.println();

• vol = mybox3.volume();
• System.out.println("Volume of mybox3 is " + vol);
• System.out.println("Weight of mybox3 is " + mybox3.weight);
• System.out.println();
• vol = myclone.volume();
• System.out.println("Volume of myclone is " + vol);
• System.out.println("Weight of myclone is " + myclone.weight);
•  
• System.out.println();
• vol = mycube.volume();
• System.out.println("Volume of mycube is " + vol);
• System.out.println("Weight of mycube is " + mycube.weight);
• System.out.println();
• }}



• Pay special attention to this constructor in BoxWeight:
• // construct clone of an object
• BoxWeight(BoxWeight ob) { // pass object to 

constructor
• super(ob);
• weight = ob.weight;
• }
•  
• Notice that super( ) is passed an object of type 

BoxWeight—not of type Box. This still invokes the 
constructor Box(Box ob). As mentioned earlier, a 
superclass variable can be used to reference any object 
derived from that class. Thus, we are able to pass a 
BoxWeight object to the Box constructor. 



Multilevel Hierarchy
 It is perfectly acceptable to use a subclass as a 

superclass of another. 
 For example, given three classes called A, B, and 

C, C can be a subclass of B, which is a 
subclass of A.

  When this type of situation occurs, each 
subclass inherits all of the traits found in all 
of its superclasses. 

 In this case, C inherits all aspects of B and A.



• // Add shipping costs.
• class Shipment extends BoxWeight {
• double cost;
• // construct clone of an object
• Shipment(Shipment ob) { // pass object to constructor
• super(ob);
• cost = ob.cost;}
• // constructor when all parameters are specified
• Shipment(double w, double h, double d, double m, double c) {
• super(w, h, d, m); // call superclass constructor
• cost = c;}
• // default constructor
• Shipment() {
• super();
• cost = -1;}
• // constructor used when cube is created
• Shipment(double len, double m, double c) {
• super(len, m);
• cost = c;}}



• class DemoShipment {
• public static void main(String args[]) {
• Shipment shipment1 =
• new Shipment(10, 20, 15, 10, 3.41);
• Shipment shipment2 =
• new Shipment(2, 3, 4, 0.76, 1.28);
• double vol;
• vol = shipment1.volume();
• System.out.println("Volume of shipment1 is " + vol);
• System.out.println("Weight of shipment1 is "
• + shipment1.weight);
• System.out.println("Shipping cost: $" + shipment1.cost);
• System.out.println();
• vol = shipment2.volume();
• System.out.println("Volume of shipment2 is " + vol);
• System.out.println("Weight of shipment2 is "
• + shipment2.weight);
• System.out.println("Shipping cost: $" + shipment2.cost);



Method Overriding

 In a class hierarchy, when a method in a subclass 
has the same name and type signature as a 
method in its superclass, then the method in the 
subclass is said to override the method in the 
superclass. 

 When an overridden method is called from within 
its subclass, it will always refer to the version of 
that method defined by the subclass. 

 The version of the method defined by the 
superclass will be hidden. 



• class Vehicle{  
• void run()

{System.out.println("Vehicle is running");}  
• }  
• class Bike2 extends Vehicle{  
• void run()

{System.out.println("Bike is running safely");}  
•   
• public static void main(String args[]){  
• Bike2 obj = new Bike2();  
• obj.run();  
• }  



Dynamic Method Dispatch
• Method overriding forms the basis for one of 

Java’s most powerful concepts: dynamic method 
dispatch. 

• Dynamic method dispatch is the mechanism by 
which a call to an overridden method is resolved 
at run time, rather than compile time. 

• Dynamic method dispatch is important because 
this is how Java implements run-time 
polymorphism.

• DMD.docx
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• class A {
• void callme() {
• System.out.println("Inside A's callme 

method");}}

• class B extends A {
• // override callme()
• void callme() {
• System.out.println("Inside B's callme 

method");}}

• class C extends A {
• // override callme()
• void callme() {
• System.out.println("Inside C's 

callme method");}}

• class Dispatch {
• public static void main(String args[]) 

{
• A a = new A(); // object of type A
• B b = new B(); // object of type B
• C c = new C(); // object of type C

• A r; // obtain a reference of 
type A

• r = a; // r refers to an A 
object

• r.callme(); // calls A's version 
of callme

• r = b; // r refers to a B object
• r.callme(); // calls B's version 

of callme
• r = c; // r refers to a C object
• r.callme(); // calls C's version 

of callme}
• }
• The output from the program 

is shown here:
• Inside A's callme method
• Inside B's callme method
• Inside C's callme method



• This program creates one superclass called A 
and two subclasses of it, called B and C. 

• Subclasses B and C override callme( ) declared 
in A. 

• Inside the main( ) method, objects of type A, B, 
and C are declared. Also, a reference of type A, 
called r, is declared. 

• The program then in turn assigns a reference to 
each type of object to r and uses that reference 
to invoke callme( ). 

• As the output shows, the version of callme( ) 
executed is determined by the type of object 
being referred to at the time of the call. 



Packages and Interfaces

 Java provides a mechanism for partitioning the 
class name space into more manageable chunks. 

 This mechanism is the package. 
 The package is both a naming and a visibility 

control mechanism. 
 You can define classes inside a package that are 

not accessible by code outside that package. 
 You can also define class members that are 

exposed only to other members of the same 
package. 

 This allows your classes to have intimate 
knowledge of each other, but not expose that 
knowledge to the rest of the world.



Packages in Java
 Packages are used in Java in order to prevent naming 

conflicts, to control access, to make searching/locating 
and usage of classes, interfaces, enumerations and 
annotations easier, etc.

 A Package can be defined as a grouping of related types 
(classes, interfaces, enumerations and annotations ) 
providing access protection and name space 
management.

 Some of the existing packages in Java are::
 java.lang - bundles the fundamental classes
 java.io - classes for input , output functions are bundled 

in this package
 Since the package creates a new namespace there won't 

be any name conflicts with names in other packages. 
Using packages, it is easier to provide access control 
and it is also easier to locate the related classes.



Creating a package
• While creating a package, you should choose a name for the 

package and include a package statement along with that 
name at the top of every source file that contains the classes, 
interfaces, enumerations, and annotation types that you want 
to include in the package.

• The package statement should be the first line in the source 
file. There can be only one package statement in each source 
file, and it applies to all types in the file.

• If a package statement is not used then the class, interfaces, 
enumerations, and annotation types will be placed in the 
current default package.

• To compile the Java programs with package statements you 
have to do use -d option as shown below.

• javac -d Destination_folder file_name.javaThen a folder with 
the given package name is created in the specified destination, 
and the compiled class files will be placed in that folder



• Below given package example contains interface 
named animals:

• /* File name : Animal.java */ 
package animals;
 interface Animal
 { public void eat();
 public void travel();
 }
• package.docx
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Interface

• Using the keyword interface, you can fully 
abstract a class’ interface from its 
implementation. That is, using interface, you 
can specify what a class must do, but not 
how it does it. Interfaces are syntactically 
similar to classes, but they lack instance 
variables, and, as a general rule, their methods 
are declared without any body. In practice, this 
means that you can define interfaces that don’t 
make assumptions about how they are 
implemented. Once it is defined, any number of 
classes can implement an interface. 

• Also, one class can implement any number of 
interfaces. 



Using Abstract Classes
 sometimes we want to create a superclass 

that only defines a generalized form that 
will be shared by all of its subclasses, 
leaving it to each subclass to fill in the 
details. Such a class determines the nature 
of the methods that the subclasses must 
implement.

One way this situation can occur is when a 
superclass is unable to create a 
meaningful implementation for a method.



 certain methods can be overridden by subclasses by 
specifying the abstract type modifier. 

 These methods are sometimes referred to as 
subclasser responsibility because they have no 
implementation specified in the superclass. Thus, a 
subclass must override them—it cannot simply use the 
version defined in the superclass. To declare an 
abstract method, use this general form:

abstract type name(parameter-list);
 As you can see, no method body is present. Any class 

that contains one or more abstract methods must also 
be declared abstract.

  To declare a class abstract, you simply use the 
abstract keyword in front of the class keyword 
at the beginning of the class declaration. 

 An abstract class cannot be directly instantiated with 
the new operator. 

 Also, you cannot declare  , or abstract static methods. 
Any subclass of an abstract class must either 
implement all of the abstract methods in the 
superclass, or be declared abstract itself.

 Abstract.docx
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Using Abstract Classes
// A Simple demonstration of abstract.
abstract class A {
abstract void callme();
// concrete methods are still allowed in abstract classes
void callmetoo() {
System.out.println("This is a concrete method.");
} }
class B extends A {
void callme() {
System.out.println("B's implementation of callme.");
} }
class AbstractDemo {
public static void main(String args[]) {
B b = new B();
b.callme();
b.callmetoo();
} }



The Object Class
There is one special class, Object, 

defined by Java. All other classes are 
subclasses of Object.

That is, Object is a superclass of all 
other classes. This means that a 
reference variable of type Object can 
refer to an object of any other class. 

Also, since arrays are implemented as 
classes, a variable of type Object can 
also refer to any array.

Object defines the following methods, 
which means that they are available 
in every object.





Assignment no 11

package common;
public interface commonList{
    void add(int x);
    void display();
    boolean isEmpty();
    int size();
}



package specificList;
import common.commonList;
import java.util.Scanner;
 
class Node {
    public int data;
    public Node link;
    public Node() {
        link = null;
        data = 0;
    }



/*  Constructor  */
    public Node(int d, Node n) {
        data = d;
        link = n;
    }  }
public class SLL implements 
commonList
 {
    Node start;
     int size;
    SLL() {
        start = null;
        size = 0;}
public boolean isEmpty() {
        return start == null;
    }

public void add(int val) {
        Node nptr = new 
Node(val, null);
        size++;
        if (start == null) {
            start = nptr;
           } else {
            Node temp=start;
            while(temp.link!=null)
                temp=temp.link;
            temp.link=nptr;
        }    }
    public int size(){
        return size;
    }



public void display(){
        System.out.print("\nSingly Linked List = ");
        if (size == 0) 
        {
        System.out.print("empty\n");
        return;
        }    
        if (start.link == null) 
        {
           System.out.println(start.data);
            return;
        }
        Node ptr = start;
        while (ptr.link != null)
        {
           System.out.print(ptr.data+ "->");
            ptr = ptr.link;
        }
        System.out.print(ptr.data+ "->");
    }



public static void main(String[] args)
    {   
        SLL sl=new SLL();
        Scanner sc=new Scanner(System.in);
        while (sc.hasNextInt())
        {
            int no=sc.nextInt();
            sl.add(no);
        }
                sl.display();
    }
    }



–                       Private No Modifier  Protected Public 

• Same class       Yes               Yes Yes Yes 
 Same package subclass No  Yes  Yes Yes 

• Same package non-subclass No Yes Yes  Yes 
• Different package subclass No No Yes Yes 

Different package non-subclass No No No Yes



Assignment 12
package mypackage;
import java.util.Stack;
abstract class MyStack{
    public final void pushTemplateMethod(){
        show();
        push();
        display();
    }
abstract protected void push();
abstract protected void display();
protected void show(){
    System.out.println("Stack implementation");
}}



class IntStack extends MyStack{
    Stack <Integer> s= new Stack<Integer>();
    protected void push(){
        s.push(10);
        s.push(20);
        s.push(30);    }
protected void display(){
    while(!s.isEmpty()){
        System.out.println(s.pop());
    }}}
public class A12 {
     public static void main(String[] args){
         IntStack obj=new IntStack();
         obj.pushTemplateMethod(); }



Assignment 13

package adsl_javads;
import java.util.*;
class Entry {
    String word, meaning;
    Entry(String w, String m) {
        word = w;
        meaning = m;
    }
    void display() {
        System.out.println("Word :" + word + " 
meaning:" + meaning);
    }}



public class ADSL_JavaDS {
    public static void main(String[] args) {
        // TODO code application logic here
        Vector v = new Vector();
        Stack s = new Stack();
        ArrayList al = new ArrayList();
        LinkedList ll = new LinkedList();
        Iterator itr;
        Entry e1 = new Entry("Apple", "Fruit");
        Entry e2 = new Entry("Ball", "Toy");
        Entry e3 = new Entry("Cat", "Animal");
        Entry e4=new Entry("doll","toy");
        int cont;



do {         System.out.println("1.Vector\n2.ArrayList\
n3.LinkedList\n4.Stack\n5.HashMap");
            System.out.println("Enter the choice:");
            Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.in);
            int ch = sc.nextInt();
            switch (ch) {
                case 1:
                    v.addElement(e1);
                    v.addElement(e2);
                    v.addElement(e3);
                    v.addElement(e4);
                    Enumeration vEnum = v.elements();
                    System.out.println("\nElements in vector:");
                    while (vEnum.hasMoreElements()) {
                        ((Entry) vEnum.nextElement()).display();
                    }
                    System.out.println("Capacity: " + v.capacity() + " 
Size :" + v.size());
                    break;



 case 2:
                    al.add(e1);
                    al.add(e2);
                    al.add(e3);
                    
                    itr = al.iterator();
                    while (itr.hasNext()) {
                        ((Entry) itr.next()).display();
                    }
                    if (al.contains(e1)) {
                        System.out.println("Found");
                    }
                    break;



 case 3:
                    ll.add(e1);
                    ll.add(e2);
                    ll.add(e3);
                    itr = ll.iterator();
                    while (itr.hasNext()) {
                        ((Entry) itr.next()).display();
                    }
                    if (ll.contains(e1)) {
                        System.out.println("Found");
                    }
                    break;



case 4:
                    
s.push(e1);
                    
s.push(e2);
                    
s.push(e3);
                    while 
(!s.empty()) {
 Entry e = (Entry) 
s.pop();
                        
e.display();
                    }
                    break;

case 5:
                    HashMap<String, String> 
hm = new HashMap<String, String>();
                    hm.put("Apple", "Fruit");
                    hm.put("Ball", "Toy");
                    hm.put("Cat", "Animal");
                    for (Map.Entry m : 
hm.entrySet()) {
                        
System.out.println(m.getKey() + " " + 
m.getValue());
                    }
                    
if(hm.containsKey("Apple"))
                        
System.out.println("Apple Found");
                                      break;
            }
            System.out.println("Do you 
want to continue(1/0):");
            cont = sc.nextInt();
        } while (cont == 1);



Multithreading in Java
(A built-in feature in Java)



Single and Multithreaded 
Processes

Single-threaded Process

Single instruction stream Multiple instruction stream

Multiplethreaded Process

Threads of
Execution

Common
Address Space

threads are light-weight processes within a process



Threads

• Java has built in thread support for 
Multithreading

• Synchronization 
• Thread Scheduling
• Inter-Thread Communication:

currentThread start setPriority
yield run getPriority
sleep stopsuspend

resume
• Java  Garbage Collector is a low-priority thread



Thread states

new

runnable non-runnable

dead

wait()
sleep()
suspend()
blocked

notify()
slept
resume()
unblocked

start()

stop()



Creation of Thread
I) Create Thread by Implementing Runnable Interface:
Step1.
As a first step you need to implement a run() method provided by Runnable 

interface. This method provides entry point for the thread and you will put 
you complete business logic inside this method. Following is simple syntax 
of run() method:

public void run( )

Step 2:
At second step you will instantiate a Thread object using the following 

constructor:
Thread(Runnable threadObj, String threadName);
Where, threadObj is an instance of a class that implements 

the Runnableinterface and threadName is the name given to the new 
thread.

Step 3:
Once Thread object is created, you can start it by calling start( ) method, 

which executes a call to run( ) method. Following is simple syntax of start() 
method:

void start( );



Threads by implementing Runnable 
interface

class MyThread implements Runnable
{
  .....
  public void run()
  {
     // thread body of execution
  }
}
• Creating Object:
    MyThread myObject = new MyThread();
• Creating Thread Object:
        Thread thr1 = new Thread( myObject );
• Start Execution:
    thr1.start();



II) Create Thread by Extending Thread Class:

Step 1:
You will need to override run( ) method available in 

Thread class. This method provides entry point for the 
thread and you will put your complete business logic 
inside this method. Following is simple syntax of run() 
method:

public void run( )
Step 2:
Once Thread object is created, you can start it by 

calling start( ) method, which executes a call to run( ) 
method. Following is simple syntax of start() method:

void start( );



Extending Thread class

• 1st Method: Extending the Thread class
  class MyThread extends Thread
  {

     public void run()
   {
        // thread body of execution
   }
    }
• Creating thread:
   MyThread thr1 = new MyThread();
• Start Execution:
   thr1.start();



Object Oriented Approach :

• Java is an object oriented language because it 
provides the features to implement an object 
oriented model. These features 
includes encapsulation, inheritance and poly
morphism.

• Principles of OOPs



1) Encapsulation:

• Encapsulation is:
• Binding the data with the code that manipulates 

it.
• It keeps the data and the code safe from external 

interference
Encaptulation example.docx
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2) Inheritance

• Inheritance is one of the feature of Object-Oriented 
Programming (OOPs).

• Inheritance is the mechanism by which an object 
acquires the some/all properties of another object.

• It supports the concept of hierarchical classification.
• Inheritance allows a class to use the properties and 

methods of another class. In other words, the derived 
class inherits the states and behaviors from the base 
class. 

• The derived class is also called subclass and the base 
class is also known as super-class. The derived class 
can add its own additional variables and methods. 
These additional variable and methods differentiates 
the derived class from the base class.

http://beginnersbook.com/2013/04/oops-concepts/


• Inheritance is a compile-time mechanism. 
• A super-class can have any number of subclasses. 

But a subclass can have only one superclass. This is 
because Java does not support multiple inheritance.

• The superclass and subclass have “is-
a” relationship between them. Let’s have a look at 
the example below.

• The keyword used for inheritance is extends.
Syntax:
public class ChildClass extends BaseClass 

{ // derived class methods extend and possibly 
override }

Inheritence example.docx
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3) Polymorphism
• Polymorphism is the capability of a method to do different 

things based on the object that it is acting upon.
•  In other words, polymorphism allows you define one 

interface and have multiple implementations. 
• It is a  feature that allows one interface to be used for a 

general class of  actions.
• An operation may exhibit different behavior in different 

instances.
• The behavior depends on the types of data used in the 

operation.
• It plays an important role in allowing objects having 

different internal structures to share the same external 
interface.

• Polymorphism is extensively used in implementing 
inheritance.



• Polymorphism means to process objects differently based 
on their data type.

• In other words it means, one method with multiple 
implementation, for a certain class of action. And which 
implementation to be used is decided at runtime depending 
upon the situation (i.e., data type of the object)

• This can be implemented by designing a generic interface, 
which provides generic methods for a certain class of action 
and there can be multiple classes, which provides the 
implementation of these generic methods.



• Polymorphism could be static and dynamic both. Overloading is static 
polymorphism while, overriding is dynamic polymorphism.

• Overloading in simple words means two methods having same method 
name but takes different input parameters. This called static because, which 
method to be invoked will be decided at the time of compilation

• Overriding means a derived class is implementing a method of its super 
class.

Rules for Method Overloading

• Overloading can take place in the same class or in its sub-class.
• Constructor in Java can be overloaded
• Overloaded methods must have a different argument list.
• Overloaded method should always be the part of the same class(can also 

take place in sub class), with same name but different parameters.
• The parameters may differ in their type or number, or in both.
• They may have the same or different return types.
• It is also known as compile time polymorphism.

polymorphism example.docx
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Class work
1.Write a program that asks for two scores and prints out the loser and the 

winner.  For example, it could look like this (or use your imagination!) .  
Make sure you handle all cases (victory, loss, tie). 

Tell me Ram’sscore: 23
Tell me Shyam’s score: 16
Congratulations, Ram won!!
Goodbye. 

2. Write a program to compute the miles-per-gallon gas consumption of a 
car during a trip. Your program should ask the user for start and end 
mileage, and the amount of gas consumed. Then it should print out the 
result, and an appropriate message, depending whether the consumption 
is lower, equal to, or greater than 25 miles-per-gallon. 

Enter the start mileage of your trip:  56345
Enter the end mileage of your trip: 56987
Enter the number of gallons you filled the tank: 20.7
Your car gives 31.15 miles-per-gallon.  Congratulations!!
Goodbye.
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